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Final Reflection

Being that this is my third time attempting to take this class I learned so much this

semester, the first thing being that I as a writer  work really well if I just focus. I've always loved

writing and like to  write the most when I have a clear understanding of the topic or when I

actually enjoy what I'm writing about. It makes me write with more passion. I definitely

stumbled upon some personal issues this semester that affected my quality of work but I was able

to push through and complete my work. This class also helped me prepare for future  writing

classes in the sense that I will definitely be more focused so I can get the best results out of my

work. I'm not going to lie, the reason  why it took so many tries for me to complete this class was

because I had the initial perception that I was going to dread this class and it was just  going tobe

us writing  long extraneous papers with no real reasoning behind it. But, because it was required

and I needed this class to graduate I decided to stick through it and  in the end  I am glad I did

because it ended up  being  the total opposite. Every topic was so different that it made it more

entertaining and interesting to learn about, plus having the choice to write about topics that we as

students actually cared about was the best, this way we could really indulge in our writing. My

favorite assignment that we did this semester was unit 3 visual assignment because  it gave me

an opportunity to be creative with my writing.  Being that I am a visual  learner, other students

who are also like this would probably  enjoy  this assignment as well. Another thing I will also

be taking away from this class is that I need to work on my time management. I think  that  this

whole pandemic has really turned me  into a procrastinator and I really dislike that. This  is why I



struggled so much with this class because I turned in some assignments  late and everything soon

became  super overwhelming. Something that became almost like second nature throughout this

whole class was  the use of MLA and citation so now I would definitely consider myself a pro

and hopefully it will become useful for future classes. If I could retake this whole class I

definitely would change a lot of things but mainly I would change my work ethic because  it

would have made the whole experience so much easier.


